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250 YEARS OF HISTORY AND PASSION
TO CREATE AN EXCEPTIONAL MASTERWORK !
Driven for over two centuries by the understanding that in unity
there is strength and by passion for business, the family embodies
the meaning of quality and lifestyle. Today the Rothschild family
is pleased to share its values of excellence, taste and conviviality,
expressed with sparkle and savour in Barons de Rothschild
Champagne.

EXCELLENCE, A FAMILY TRADITION
The three branches of the Rothschild family have given rise to ambition to
attain major accomplishments, as each branch has always done in its respective field. For Barons de Rothschild Champagne, this means combining
the very best terroirs with Rothschild expertise for the sole purpose of producing excellent Champagne. Drawing from their experience in the world of
wine, the Barons de Rothschild once again attain excellence.
Barons de Rothschild Champagne creates a new and illustrious reference in
the prestigious world of Champagne. The three branches of the Rothschild
family have joined forces with traditional Champagne-making families
who have been crafting exceptional Champagnes for generations.
This unusual alliance ensures the finest of products. Shared expertise is the
source of high quality work and respect of the purest tradition.

Champagne Blanc de Blancs
100% Chardonnay

“All the purity and brilliance of
Chardonnay sublimate this
outstanding Champagne”

Eyes: The Blanc de Blancs is distinguished by its crystalline pale yellow robe which brings
to light the fine frothiness and persistent strands of delicate bubbles.
Nose: The Chardonnay is extremely distinctive in this cuvée with intense aromas of rare
purity. Dominant notes of citrus mingle with aromatic hints of fresh almond and dried
fruits.

Palate: Very precise and clear attack followed by silky freshness upheld by notes of
citrus and white fruit. Creamy sensation of finely chiseled bubbles combines with
persistent, distinguished mineral sweetness.

Champagne Rosé
85% Chardonnay - 15% Pinot Noir

“An exciting marriage of
Chardonnay and unique,
enigmatic Pinot Noir”

Eyes: Very fine strands of bubbles, fine, sustained frothiness, lovely pale pink robe with
slightly salmon tints.

Nose: Fine, subtle springtime aromas, with scents of rose petal, wild strawberries and a hint
of lemon peel.

Palate: Fresh, highly concise attack followed by silky mellowness with very light
raspberry. Deliciously rich balance and lingering finish.
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Champagne Brut
60% Chardonnay - 40% Pinot Noir

“Judicious blending, exquisite
balance, fabulous finesse”

Eyes: Pale gold glints mingling with very fine bubbles which produce abundant,
persistent frothiness.

Nose: This cuvée gives off aromas of pear, almonds and fresh hazelnuts which mingle with
notes of white flowers and light accents of brioche.

Palate: Straightforward, lively attack which gives way to roundness and contained power.
Excellent ageing potential in traditional cellars.

Champagne Brut Millésime 2010
50% Chardonnay - 50% Pinot Noir

“The result of a selection of
Chardonnay and Pinot Noir grapes in
the Grand Crus of the Côtes des Blancs”

Eyes: The Millésime 2010 Brut is distinguished by a beautiful crystalline golden color
with gold highlights. The effervescence is fine, persistent and presents a fine cord with
delicate bubbles.

Nose: The nose is very expressive, revealing freshness, finesse and complexity. It
exhales aromas of white fresh fruits evolving on spicy notes of licorice, pepper and sweet
spices. This great champagne already has some notes of evolution on gourmet fruits,
almost candied.
Palate: The attack is precise and lemony, dominated by subtle aromas of pear and peach.
It gives way to an extraordinary length and tension, subtly dosed, giving this excellent
vintage a perfect balance between elegance and generosity.
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Champagne Blanc de Blancs
Luxury Gift Set - 6/750ml
100% Chardonnay

“All the purity and brilliance of
Chardonnay sublimate this
outstanding Champagne”

Eyes: The Blanc de Blancs is
distinguished by its crystalline
pale yellow robe which brings to
light the fine frothiness and
persistent strands of delicate
bubbles.

Nose: The Chardonnay is
extremely distinctive in this cuvée
with intense aromas of rare
purity. Dominant notes of citrus
mingle with aromatic hints of
fresh almond and dried fruits.

Palate: Very precise and clear
attack followed by silky freshness
upheld by notes of citrus and
white fruit. Creamy sensation of
finely chiseled bubbles combines
with persistent, distinguished
mineral sweetness.
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Champagne Brut Luxury
Gift Set - 6/750ml

“Judicious blending, exquisite
balance, fabulous finesse”

60% Chardonnay - 40% Pinot Noir

Eyes: Pale gold glints mingling with
very fine bubbles which produce
abundant, persistent frothiness.

Nose: This cuvée gives off aromas of
pear, almonds and fresh hazelnuts
which mingle with notes of white
flowers and light accents of brioche.
Palate: Straightforward, lively
attack which gives way to
roundness and contained power.
Excellent ageing potential in
traditional cellars.
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Champagne Rosé Luxury
Gift Set - 6/750ml
60% Chardonnay - 40% Pinot Noir

“An exciting marriage of
Chardonnay and unique,
enigmatic Pinot Noir”

Eyes: Very fine strands of
bubbles, fine, sustained
frothiness, lovely pale pink
robe with slightly salmon tints.

Nose: Fine, subtle springtime
aromas, with scents of rose petal,
wild strawberries and a hint of
lemon peel.
Palate: Fresh, highly concise
attack followed by silky
mellowness with very light
raspberry. Deliciously rich
balance and lingering finish.
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Champagne Brut
Wooden Set - 1.5L

“Judicious blending, exquisite
balance, fabulous finesse”

60% Chardonnay - 40% Pinot Noir

Eyes: Pale gold glints mingling with
very fine bubbles which produce
abundant, persistent frothiness.

Nose: This cuvée gives off aromas of
pear, almonds and fresh hazelnuts
which mingle with notes of white
flowers and light accents of brioche.
Palate: Straightforward, lively
attack which gives way to
roundness and contained power.
Excellent ageing potential in
traditional cellars.
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Champagne Blanc de Blancs
- Vintage 2008 Wooden Set - 3/750ml
100% Chardonnay

“In the respect of the house style,
this millésime symbolizes the
elegance of an exceptional year for
Chardonnay.”

Eyes: The full beauty of this
millésime is expressed in its
gleaming, silky robe, a legacy of
the Chardonnay that reveals a
freshness and generosity seldom
seen. Boasting an inimitable
sparkle and a persistent cordon of
delicate bubbles accompanied by
crystalline gold tints.

Nose: It reveals exotic fruit aromas,
crowned with a pinch of white
peach, and followed by grilled
notes and hints of brioche.

Palate: The palate enjoys a precise, distinct attack, with a distinguished mineral softness

leading to a slightly lemony and zestful finale. The minerality, the chalk and a slight pinch of
ash transport us to the lands of these great wines. The overall harmony of this Vintage 2008
is perfectly well-balanced, it is a gourmet wine, a champagne to be shared.
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